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LIVERPOOL

A Backpass Through The 1980’s
THE ULTIMATE LIMITED EDITION HARDBACK 4 DVD BOOK SET.
This Limited Edition Hardback Book provides an insight into
the 1980 ‘s one of the most successful periods for one the most
famous football clubs in the world – Liverpool FC.
Liverpool Football Club the team that dominated English and
European Football throughout the 1980’s. The book charts the
highlights of being European, League, FA and League Cup Winners to
the devastation of the Heysel and Hillsborough disasters.
With additional career player retrospectives, a special focus on Bob
Paisley, Joe Fagan and Kenny Dalglish the managers who have
guided the club and some in depth statistical information, this limited
edition book looks at some of those magic moments in this unique
collection using rare photographs, images and film.
Liverpool - A Backpass Through The 1980’s also includes over four
hours of vintage Liverpool matches and profiles some of the clubs
star players including King Kenny, John Aldridge, Ian Rush, and
John Barnes which can all be seen in this collection of action from
30 years of the ITV Sport Archive.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION:

Format: 270 x 270mm Hardback Book
Extent: 112 pages
Illustrations: 100 colour and mono photographs
Text: 25,000 words
ISBN: 9780993016950
RRP: £39.99
PUBLICATION DATE: AVAILABLE NOW

KEY SELLING POINTS:

• Unique Limited Edition Collectors Hardback Book and 4 DVD set.
• Includes over four hours of Classic Liverpool Matches from the 1980s
• A survey from sports market consultants Repucom that puts
Liverpools fan base at more than 580m.
• Liverpool has 18 Twitter accounts in different languages.
• Asia is a big market for Liverpool. So is the USA. The club is
embarking on its seventh preseason tour there.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Michael A. O’Neill is a writer and actor who trained at the Central School of Speech and Drama in London. For many years he wrote
scripts for historical documentaries, which he also produced and narrated; these have been shown worldwide on a variety of TV
channels such as the Discovery Channel and the History Channel. He scripted and composed the music for the TV series ‘Hitler’s
War’, and has also written novels and articles for newspapers. His interest in football has endured for more than fifty years
leading him to write several books about top British clubs.

